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Forgive me, 
logicians!



Data and processes

A challenging, but necessary marriage!


Typical choice: divide and conquer,  
separating structural and dynamic aspects
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Table 1: DMN representation of the ship clearance decision of Figure 1b
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Table 2: DMN representation of the refuel area determination decision of Figure 1b

over their corresponding datatypes. In Table 1, the input attributes are: (i) the certificate expira-
tion date, (ii) the length, (iii) the size, (iv) the capacity, and (v) the amount of cargo residuals of
a ship. Such attributes are nonnegative real numbers; this is captured by typing them as reals,
adding restriction “� 0” as facet. The rightmost, red cell represents the output attribute. In both
cases, there is only one output attribute, of type string. The cell below enumerates the possible
output values produced by the decision table, in descending priority order. If a default output is
defined, it is underlined. This is the case for the none string in Table 2.

Every other row models a rule. The intuitive interpretation of such rules relies on the usual
“if . . . then . . . ” pattern. For example, the first rule of Table 1 states that, if the certificate of the
ship is expired, then the ship cannot enter the port, that is, the enter output attribute is set to n

(regardless of the other input attributes). The second rule, instead, states that, if the ship has a
valid certificate, a length shorter than 260 m, a draft smaller than 10 m, and a capacity smaller
than 1000 TEU, then the ship is allowed to enter the port (regardless of the cargo residuals it
carries). Other rules are interpreted similarly.
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Our focus: 
co-evolution of 
multiple objects
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Let’s model a simple process!



Case-Centricity

JobOffer
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Many-to-many

Candidate JobOffer
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Fig. 5: Activity-object relationships in the job hiring scenario of Section 2.1

As it is clear from the figure, the activity-object relationships connecting submit to
Application and post offer to Job Offer represent object generation tasks, whereas the
other relationships capture cases where the existence of objects in the classes pointed by
activities does not necessarily imply the execution of instances of such activities. So, a
person can exist in the domain even if no data have been registered for him/her, whereas
an application can exist in the domain only if it was created by an instance of the submit
task.

Notably, even though the OCBC model in Figure 5 does not contain any explicit
temporal constraint, the presence of activity-object relationships that generate objects,
and their interplay with the constraints present in the data model, already implies the
existence of implicit constraints over the allowed activity executions.

First and foremost, optional activities pointing to a class that is also pointed by a
generating activity-object relationship, can only be executed on an object if that very

same object was previously created. This means that an application can be marked as
eligible only if it was previously created through the execution of a submit activity
instance. Similarly, a job offer can be stopped by a cancel hiring activity instance, or
closed by a determine winner activity instance, only if it has been previously created by
executing a post offer activity instance.

This temporal dependencies could also propagate further, depending on how the
pointed classes are related to each other. We discuss in particular two examples from
Figure 5. When a job offer is created by posting it, it also requires to create a corre-
sponding job profile, or to relate it to an existing job profile; this is due to the cardinality
constraint indicating that each job offer refers to one and only one job profile. Even
more interesting is the creation of an application, which requires on the one hand to
create or select the candidate owning that application, but on the other hand also to
relate it to a job offer, simultaneously or previously created. All in all, the interplay
between the two generating activity-object relationships for Application and Job Offer,
mediated by the responds to relationship linking each application to one and only one
job offer, implicitly introduces a complex precedence constraint stating that: whenever
an Application is submitted responding to some Job Offer, that Job Offer must
have been posted before. /
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Fig. 2: Common beginner mistakes when capturing a job hiring process (diagrams
inspired from [12])

3 The OCBC Model

We now define the syntax and graphical appearance of OCBC models, and informally
comment about their formal semantics. We use the job hiring example of Section 2.1 to
illustrate the main concepts and to show the sophistication of this approach.

The original proposal in the OCBC model [14,11] is the way activities and data are
related. In particular, an OCBC model captures, at once:

– data dependencies, represented using standard data models containing classes,
relationships and constraints between them;

– mutual relationships between activities and classes, linking the execution of
tasks in a given process with the data objects they manipulate;

– temporal constraints between tasks;
– co-reference constraints that enforce the application of temporal dependencies, and

in particular scope their application to those tasks instances that indirectly co-refer
thanks to the objects and relationships they point to.

We start by recalling data models and temporal constraints, which are then used as
the basic building blocks of the OCBC approach.

3.1 The Data Model – ClaM

We assume that data used by the activities is structured according to the ClaM data model
(which stands for CLAss data Model). While we do not advocate here for a new data
model, for simplicity, we assume ClaM to be a simplified version of UML, with object
classes that can be organized along ISA hierarchies (with possibly disjoint sub-classes
and covering constraints), binary relationships between object classes and cardinalities
expressing participation constraints of object classes in relationships. More formally we
have:
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mediated by the responds to relationship linking each application to one and only one
job offer, implicitly introduces a complex precedence constraint stating that: whenever
an Application is submitted responding to some Job Offer, that Job Offer must
have been posted before. /
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Fig. 2: Common beginner mistakes when capturing a job hiring process (diagrams
inspired from [12])

3 The OCBC Model

We now define the syntax and graphical appearance of OCBC models, and informally
comment about their formal semantics. We use the job hiring example of Section 2.1 to
illustrate the main concepts and to show the sophistication of this approach.

The original proposal in the OCBC model [14,11] is the way activities and data are
related. In particular, an OCBC model captures, at once:

– data dependencies, represented using standard data models containing classes,
relationships and constraints between them;

– mutual relationships between activities and classes, linking the execution of
tasks in a given process with the data objects they manipulate;

– temporal constraints between tasks;
– co-reference constraints that enforce the application of temporal dependencies, and

in particular scope their application to those tasks instances that indirectly co-refer
thanks to the objects and relationships they point to.

We start by recalling data models and temporal constraints, which are then used as
the basic building blocks of the OCBC approach.

3.1 The Data Model – ClaM

We assume that data used by the activities is structured according to the ClaM data model
(which stands for CLAss data Model). While we do not advocate here for a new data
model, for simplicity, we assume ClaM to be a simplified version of UML, with object
classes that can be organized along ISA hierarchies (with possibly disjoint sub-classes
and covering constraints), binary relationships between object classes and cardinalities
expressing participation constraints of object classes in relationships. More formally we
have:
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The original proposal in the OCBC model [14,11] is the way activities and data are
related. In particular, an OCBC model captures, at once:

– data dependencies, represented using standard data models containing classes,
relationships and constraints between them;

– mutual relationships between activities and classes, linking the execution of
tasks in a given process with the data objects they manipulate;

– temporal constraints between tasks;
– co-reference constraints that enforce the application of temporal dependencies, and

in particular scope their application to those tasks instances that indirectly co-refer
thanks to the objects and relationships they point to.

We start by recalling data models and temporal constraints, which are then used as
the basic building blocks of the OCBC approach.

3.1 The Data Model – ClaM

We assume that data used by the activities is structured according to the ClaM data model
(which stands for CLAss data Model). While we do not advocate here for a new data
model, for simplicity, we assume ClaM to be a simplified version of UML, with object
classes that can be organized along ISA hierarchies (with possibly disjoint sub-classes
and covering constraints), binary relationships between object classes and cardinalities
expressing participation constraints of object classes in relationships. More formally we
have:
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Fig. 5: Activity-object relationships in the job hiring scenario of Section 2.1

As it is clear from the figure, the activity-object relationships connecting submit to
Application and post offer to Job Offer represent object generation tasks, whereas the
other relationships capture cases where the existence of objects in the classes pointed by
activities does not necessarily imply the execution of instances of such activities. So, a
person can exist in the domain even if no data have been registered for him/her, whereas
an application can exist in the domain only if it was created by an instance of the submit
task.

Notably, even though the OCBC model in Figure 5 does not contain any explicit
temporal constraint, the presence of activity-object relationships that generate objects,
and their interplay with the constraints present in the data model, already implies the
existence of implicit constraints over the allowed activity executions.

First and foremost, optional activities pointing to a class that is also pointed by a
generating activity-object relationship, can only be executed on an object if that very

same object was previously created. This means that an application can be marked as
eligible only if it was previously created through the execution of a submit activity
instance. Similarly, a job offer can be stopped by a cancel hiring activity instance, or
closed by a determine winner activity instance, only if it has been previously created by
executing a post offer activity instance.

This temporal dependencies could also propagate further, depending on how the
pointed classes are related to each other. We discuss in particular two examples from
Figure 5. When a job offer is created by posting it, it also requires to create a corre-
sponding job profile, or to relate it to an existing job profile; this is due to the cardinality
constraint indicating that each job offer refers to one and only one job profile. Even
more interesting is the creation of an application, which requires on the one hand to
create or select the candidate owning that application, but on the other hand also to
relate it to a job offer, simultaneously or previously created. All in all, the interplay
between the two generating activity-object relationships for Application and Job Offer,
mediated by the responds to relationship linking each application to one and only one
job offer, implicitly introduces a complex precedence constraint stating that: whenever
an Application is submitted responding to some Job Offer, that Job Offer must
have been posted before. /
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We now define the syntax and graphical appearance of OCBC models, and informally
comment about their formal semantics. We use the job hiring example of Section 2.1 to
illustrate the main concepts and to show the sophistication of this approach.

The original proposal in the OCBC model [14,11] is the way activities and data are
related. In particular, an OCBC model captures, at once:

– data dependencies, represented using standard data models containing classes,
relationships and constraints between them;

– mutual relationships between activities and classes, linking the execution of
tasks in a given process with the data objects they manipulate;

– temporal constraints between tasks;
– co-reference constraints that enforce the application of temporal dependencies, and

in particular scope their application to those tasks instances that indirectly co-refer
thanks to the objects and relationships they point to.

We start by recalling data models and temporal constraints, which are then used as
the basic building blocks of the OCBC approach.

3.1 The Data Model – ClaM

We assume that data used by the activities is structured according to the ClaM data model
(which stands for CLAss data Model). While we do not advocate here for a new data
model, for simplicity, we assume ClaM to be a simplified version of UML, with object
classes that can be organized along ISA hierarchies (with possibly disjoint sub-classes
and covering constraints), binary relationships between object classes and cardinalities
expressing participation constraints of object classes in relationships. More formally we
have:
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3 The OCBC Model

We now define the syntax and graphical appearance of OCBC models, and informally
comment about their formal semantics. We use the job hiring example of Section 2.1 to
illustrate the main concepts and to show the sophistication of this approach.

The original proposal in the OCBC model [14,11] is the way activities and data are
related. In particular, an OCBC model captures, at once:

– data dependencies, represented using standard data models containing classes,
relationships and constraints between them;

– mutual relationships between activities and classes, linking the execution of
tasks in a given process with the data objects they manipulate;

– temporal constraints between tasks;
– co-reference constraints that enforce the application of temporal dependencies, and

in particular scope their application to those tasks instances that indirectly co-refer
thanks to the objects and relationships they point to.

We start by recalling data models and temporal constraints, which are then used as
the basic building blocks of the OCBC approach.

3.1 The Data Model – ClaM

We assume that data used by the activities is structured according to the ClaM data model
(which stands for CLAss data Model). While we do not advocate here for a new data
model, for simplicity, we assume ClaM to be a simplified version of UML, with object
classes that can be organized along ISA hierarchies (with possibly disjoint sub-classes
and covering constraints), binary relationships between object classes and cardinalities
expressing participation constraints of object classes in relationships. More formally we
have:
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As it is clear from the figure, the activity-object relationships connecting submit to
Application and post offer to Job Offer represent object generation tasks, whereas the
other relationships capture cases where the existence of objects in the classes pointed by
activities does not necessarily imply the execution of instances of such activities. So, a
person can exist in the domain even if no data have been registered for him/her, whereas
an application can exist in the domain only if it was created by an instance of the submit
task.

Notably, even though the OCBC model in Figure 5 does not contain any explicit
temporal constraint, the presence of activity-object relationships that generate objects,
and their interplay with the constraints present in the data model, already implies the
existence of implicit constraints over the allowed activity executions.

First and foremost, optional activities pointing to a class that is also pointed by a
generating activity-object relationship, can only be executed on an object if that very

same object was previously created. This means that an application can be marked as
eligible only if it was previously created through the execution of a submit activity
instance. Similarly, a job offer can be stopped by a cancel hiring activity instance, or
closed by a determine winner activity instance, only if it has been previously created by
executing a post offer activity instance.

This temporal dependencies could also propagate further, depending on how the
pointed classes are related to each other. We discuss in particular two examples from
Figure 5. When a job offer is created by posting it, it also requires to create a corre-
sponding job profile, or to relate it to an existing job profile; this is due to the cardinality
constraint indicating that each job offer refers to one and only one job profile. Even
more interesting is the creation of an application, which requires on the one hand to
create or select the candidate owning that application, but on the other hand also to
relate it to a job offer, simultaneously or previously created. All in all, the interplay
between the two generating activity-object relationships for Application and Job Offer,
mediated by the responds to relationship linking each application to one and only one
job offer, implicitly introduces a complex precedence constraint stating that: whenever
an Application is submitted responding to some Job Offer, that Job Offer must
have been posted before. /
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3 The OCBC Model

We now define the syntax and graphical appearance of OCBC models, and informally
comment about their formal semantics. We use the job hiring example of Section 2.1 to
illustrate the main concepts and to show the sophistication of this approach.

The original proposal in the OCBC model [14,11] is the way activities and data are
related. In particular, an OCBC model captures, at once:

– data dependencies, represented using standard data models containing classes,
relationships and constraints between them;

– mutual relationships between activities and classes, linking the execution of
tasks in a given process with the data objects they manipulate;

– temporal constraints between tasks;
– co-reference constraints that enforce the application of temporal dependencies, and

in particular scope their application to those tasks instances that indirectly co-refer
thanks to the objects and relationships they point to.

We start by recalling data models and temporal constraints, which are then used as
the basic building blocks of the OCBC approach.

3.1 The Data Model – ClaM

We assume that data used by the activities is structured according to the ClaM data model
(which stands for CLAss data Model). While we do not advocate here for a new data
model, for simplicity, we assume ClaM to be a simplified version of UML, with object
classes that can be organized along ISA hierarchies (with possibly disjoint sub-classes
and covering constraints), binary relationships between object classes and cardinalities
expressing participation constraints of object classes in relationships. More formally we
have:
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3 The OCBC Model

We now define the syntax and graphical appearance of OCBC models, and informally
comment about their formal semantics. We use the job hiring example of Section 2.1 to
illustrate the main concepts and to show the sophistication of this approach.

The original proposal in the OCBC model [14,11] is the way activities and data are
related. In particular, an OCBC model captures, at once:

– data dependencies, represented using standard data models containing classes,
relationships and constraints between them;

– mutual relationships between activities and classes, linking the execution of
tasks in a given process with the data objects they manipulate;

– temporal constraints between tasks;
– co-reference constraints that enforce the application of temporal dependencies, and

in particular scope their application to those tasks instances that indirectly co-refer
thanks to the objects and relationships they point to.

We start by recalling data models and temporal constraints, which are then used as
the basic building blocks of the OCBC approach.

3.1 The Data Model – ClaM

We assume that data used by the activities is structured according to the ClaM data model
(which stands for CLAss data Model). While we do not advocate here for a new data
model, for simplicity, we assume ClaM to be a simplified version of UML, with object
classes that can be organized along ISA hierarchies (with possibly disjoint sub-classes
and covering constraints), binary relationships between object classes and cardinalities
expressing participation constraints of object classes in relationships. More formally we
have:
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Figure 1: Structure of order, item, and package data objects in an order-to-delivery sce-
nario whereuv items from di↵erent orders are carried in several packages

event log for orders
timestamp overall log order o1 order o2 order o3

2019-09-22 10:00:00 create order o1 create order
2019-09-22 10:01:00 add item i1,1 to order o1 add item
2019-09-23 09:20:00 create order o2 create order
2019-09-23 09:34:00 add item i2,1 to order o2 add item
2019-09-23 11:33:00 create order o3 create order
2019-09-23 11:40:00 add item i3,1 to order o3 add item
2019-09-23 12:27:00 pay order o3 pay order
2019-09-23 12:32:00 add item i1,2 to order o1 add item
2019-09-23 13:03:00 pay order o1 pay order
2019-09-23 14:34:00 load item i1,1 into package p1 load item
2019-09-23 14:45:00 add item i2,2 to order o2 add item
2019-09-23 14:51:00 load item i3,1 into package p1 load item
2019-09-23 15:12:00 add item i2,3 to order o2 add item
2019-09-23 15:41:00 pay order o2 pay order
2019-09-23 16:23:00 load item i2,1 into package p2 load item
2019-09-23 16:29:00 load item i1,2 into package p2 load item
2019-09-23 16:33:00 load item i2,2 into package p2 load item
2019-09-23 17:01:00 send package p1 send package send package
2019-09-24 06:38:00 send package p2 send package send package
2019-09-24 07:33:00 load item i2,3 into package p3 load item
2019-09-24 08:46:00 send package p3 send package
2019-09-24 16:21:00 deliver package p1 deliver package deliver package
2019-09-24 17:32:00 deliver package p2 deliver package deliver package
2019-09-24 18:52:00 deliver package p3 deliver package
2019-09-24 18:57:00 accept delivery p3 accept delivery
2019-09-25 08:30:00 deliver package p1 deliver package deliver package
2019-09-25 08:32:00 accept delivery p1 accept delivery accept delivery
2019-09-25 09:55:00 deliver package p2 deliver package deliver package
2019-09-25 17:11:00 deliver package p2 deliver package deliver package
2019-09-25 17:12:00 accept delivery p2 accept delivery accept delivery

Table 1: Overall log of of an order-to-delivery scenario whose structure is illustrated in
Figure 1, and its flattening using the viewpoint of orders.

o3) respectively including two items (i1,1 and i1,2), three items (i2,1, i2,2 and i2,3), and one
item (i3,1); such items are then shipped using three packages (p1, p2, and p3), two of which
carry items from di↵erent orders.

The left part of Table 1 shows a log of “data-aware” events operating over such objects
and relationships. Each entry of the table shows an atomic event occurring at a given
timestamp and operating over one or more objects at once. Implicitly, such events may
create a new object or manipulate a relationship between objects. For example, the create
order task generates a new, fresh object of type Order, whereas the load item task takes
an item and a package and declares that that item is carried in that package.
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Table 1: Overall log of of an order-to-delivery scenario whose structure is illustrated in
Figure 1, and its flattening using the viewpoint of orders.

o3) respectively including two items (i1,1 and i1,2), three items (i2,1, i2,2 and i2,3), and one
item (i3,1); such items are then shipped using three packages (p1, p2, and p3), two of which
carry items from di↵erent orders.

The left part of Table 1 shows a log of “data-aware” events operating over such objects
and relationships. Each entry of the table shows an atomic event occurring at a given
timestamp and operating over one or more objects at once. Implicitly, such events may
create a new object or manipulate a relationship between objects. For example, the create
order task generates a new, fresh object of type Order, whereas the load item task takes
an item and a package and declares that that item is carried in that package.
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Table 1: Overall log of of an order-to-delivery scenario whose structure is illustrated in
Figure 1, and its flattening using the viewpoint of orders.

o3) respectively including two items (i1,1 and i1,2), three items (i2,1, i2,2 and i2,3), and one
item (i3,1); such items are then shipped using three packages (p1, p2, and p3), two of which
carry items from di↵erent orders.

The left part of Table 1 shows a log of “data-aware” events operating over such objects
and relationships. Each entry of the table shows an atomic event occurring at a given
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It is clear from this simple log that no pre-defined notion of case is given, as tasks
equally operate over the di↵erent types of objects present in the domain. Suppose now that
we want to analyze these data with conventional process mining techniques, in particular
to discover a process model that explains the behavior contained in the log.
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Figure 2: Process model
discovered from the or-
der event log in Table 1.

This requires to apply a non-trivial pre-processing step of the
raw log, where a case notion is fixed and, based on this choice, a
flat view of the log is computed by taking the perspective of that
case object. The right part of Table 1 actually shows the e↵ect of
this flattening when Order is selected as case type. Each of the
traces in this log is obtained, as customary, by taking a specific
order, and by filtering the raw log accordingly. In particular, the
flat trace for a given order contains all and only those events that
directly refer to that order, or to an item included in that order,
or to a package that carries one or more items included in that
order.
Two undesired e↵ects consequently arise:
1. Replication of tasks. When the same task relates to multiple

objects, its related events are replicated in all the traces of
such case objects. In our scenario, this is for example the
case for the events focused on package p1, which indirectly
refer to both order o1 and o3, and are consequently replicated
in these two traces.

2. Shu✏ing of independent threads. Events related to the tasks
applied to di↵erent objects that all relate to the same case
object are shu✏ed together, making it impossible to distin-
guish to which actual object they actually refer to. In our
scenario, this is the case for events referring to di↵erent items
included in the same order, and all packages carrying items
of that order. In the same trace, it is then impossible to un-
derstand which item is added and loaded, and which package
is delivered or accepted. Consequently, it is impossible to
correlate a load item event with its previous corresponding
add item event, and an accept delivery event with its previous
corresponding delivery attempts.

The result of these two undesired e↵ects propagates to the dis-
covered model, which then contains wrong frequency/timing in-
formation as well as apparent loops not present in the actual
procent. This can be clearly seen in Figure 2, which depicts a
directly-follow graph with frequency information generated by
the well-known Disco process mining tool1 starting from the or-
der log of our scenario. Due to replication of tasks, the graph
misleadingly indicates that there are five sent packages overall.
This number is derived considering that two of the three pack-
age in our scenario carry objects from two di↵erent orders. In
addition, the graph reports various non-existing loops, such as
the possibility of loading an item after a package is sent, the
possibility of resending a package multiple times, and the possi-
bility of still attempting a package delivery after the delivery has
been accepted. These loops get mixed together with genuinely

1http://fluxicon.com/disco/
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Fig. 5: Activity-object relationships in the job hiring scenario of Section 2.1

As it is clear from the figure, the activity-object relationships connecting submit to
Application and post offer to Job Offer represent object generation tasks, whereas the
other relationships capture cases where the existence of objects in the classes pointed by
activities does not necessarily imply the execution of instances of such activities. So, a
person can exist in the domain even if no data have been registered for him/her, whereas
an application can exist in the domain only if it was created by an instance of the submit
task.

Notably, even though the OCBC model in Figure 5 does not contain any explicit
temporal constraint, the presence of activity-object relationships that generate objects,
and their interplay with the constraints present in the data model, already implies the
existence of implicit constraints over the allowed activity executions.

First and foremost, optional activities pointing to a class that is also pointed by a
generating activity-object relationship, can only be executed on an object if that very

same object was previously created. This means that an application can be marked as
eligible only if it was previously created through the execution of a submit activity
instance. Similarly, a job offer can be stopped by a cancel hiring activity instance, or
closed by a determine winner activity instance, only if it has been previously created by
executing a post offer activity instance.

This temporal dependencies could also propagate further, depending on how the
pointed classes are related to each other. We discuss in particular two examples from
Figure 5. When a job offer is created by posting it, it also requires to create a corre-
sponding job profile, or to relate it to an existing job profile; this is due to the cardinality
constraint indicating that each job offer refers to one and only one job profile. Even
more interesting is the creation of an application, which requires on the one hand to
create or select the candidate owning that application, but on the other hand also to
relate it to a job offer, simultaneously or previously created. All in all, the interplay
between the two generating activity-object relationships for Application and Job Offer,
mediated by the responds to relationship linking each application to one and only one
job offer, implicitly introduces a complex precedence constraint stating that: whenever
an Application is submitted responding to some Job Offer, that Job Offer must
have been posted before. /
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Fig. 1: UML class diagram capturing the main object and relationship types of the job
hiring domain.

inspiration from [12] and discuss in more detail a fragment of a typical job hiring
process, pointing out the challenges it pose to case-centric notations.

2.1 A Job Hiring Process

We consider the fragment of a job hiring process enacted by an organisation whenever
there is the need of filling an internal position. For simplicity, we consider only two
types of actors involved in the process:

– The organisation itself, responsible for the publishing and management of job offers,
as well as for the selection of winning applications.

– Candidates interested in the offered positions, who participate to the selection
process by registering their personal data and by submitting their applications.

The complexity of the process resides in the fact that it relates many candidates to many
job offers, using the key notion of application as relator. In the following, we assume
that the main object and relationship types of the job hiring domain are those illustrated
in the UML class diagram of Figure 1.

Using this object and relationship types as a basis, we consider various constraints
to describe tasks in the process and their mutual temporal relationships. For the sake of
readability, we use:

– violet, normal sans-serif to indicate object and relationship types;
– blue, bold sans-serif to indicate tasks;
– blue, italics to highlight temporal aspects, such as the amount of times a task can be

repeated, or whether some task is expected to occur before or after another task;
– green, italic sans-serif to point out relationships between tasks and object types.
– blue, underlined italics to indicate co-reference relationships that indirectly indicate

which instances of tasks are related by the constraint depending on the objects they
manipulate.

In particular, the relevant constraints for our job hiring example are:

C.1 The register data task is about a Person.
C.2 A Job Offer is created by executing the post offer task.
C.3 A Job Offer is closed by determining the winner.
C.4 A Job Offer is stopped by canceling the hiring.
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C.5 An Application is created by executing the submit task.
C.6 An Application is promoted by marking it as eligible.
C.7 An Application can be submitted only if, beforehand, the data about the Candi-

date who made that Application have been registered.
C.8 A winner can be determined for a Job Offer only if at least one Application

responding to that Job Offer has been previously marked as eligible.
C.9 For each Application responding to a Job Offer, if the Application is marked

as eligible then a winner must be finally determined for that Job Offer, and
this is done only once for that Job Offer.

C.10 When a winner is determined for a Job Offer, Applications responding to that

Job Offer cannot be marked as eligible anymore.
C.11 A Job Offer closed by a determine winner task cannot be stopped by executing

the cancel hiring task (and vice-versa).

2.2 Capturing the Job Hiring Example with Case-Centric Notations
The most fundamental issue when trying to capture the job hiring example of Section 2.1
using case-centric notation is to identify what is the case. This, in turn, determines
what is the orchestration point for the process, that is, which participant coordinates
process instances corresponding to different case objects. This problem is apparent when
looking at BPMN, which specifies that each process should correspond to a single locus
of control, i.e., confined within a single pool.4

In our example, we have two participants: candidates (in turn responsible for man-
aging Applications), and the job hiring organisation (in turn responsible for the
management of JobOffers). However, we cannot use neither of the two to act as unique
locus of control for the process: on the one hand, candidates may simultaneously create
and manage different applications for different job offers; on the other hand, the organi-
sation may simultaneously spawn and manage different job offers, each one resulting
in multiple applications being evaluated. A typical modelling mistake done by novices
is to select the job hiring organisation as unique locus of control, and squeeze all tasks
therein. This leads to very cumbersome courses of execution as shown in Figure 2.

As clearly pointed out in textbooks (see, e.g., Chapter 8 of [12]), the only way to
handle in BPMN a many-to-many process such as the job hiring process considered
here, is to distribute the process across multiple, separate pools – in our case study, the
candidate and the hiring company. Each of such pools focuses on a different case class
– in our case study, the hiring company focuses on job offers, whereas the candidate
focuses on his/her own applications. However, such multiple pools cannot execute their
internal flows in separation, but must instead be properly interconnected using suitable
synchronisation mechanisms, so as to ensure that the evolution of certain process instance
within a pool is properly aligned with the evolution of process instances within another
pool. For example, in our case study a job offer can be canceled only if no candidate
has created an application for it, which also implicitly indicate that once a job hiring has
been canceled, none of its applications can be marked as eligible for it. This requires
to relate job offers with applications, which can only be done by introducing complex
event or data-based synchronisation mechanisms [12] that are not at all mentioned in the
description of the process provided in Section 2.1.

4 Recall that a BPMN pool represents a participant [13].
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As it is clear from the figure, the activity-object relationships connecting submit to
Application and post offer to Job Offer represent object generation tasks, whereas the
other relationships capture cases where the existence of objects in the classes pointed by
activities does not necessarily imply the execution of instances of such activities. So, a
person can exist in the domain even if no data have been registered for him/her, whereas
an application can exist in the domain only if it was created by an instance of the submit
task.

Notably, even though the OCBC model in Figure 5 does not contain any explicit
temporal constraint, the presence of activity-object relationships that generate objects,
and their interplay with the constraints present in the data model, already implies the
existence of implicit constraints over the allowed activity executions.

First and foremost, optional activities pointing to a class that is also pointed by a
generating activity-object relationship, can only be executed on an object if that very

same object was previously created. This means that an application can be marked as
eligible only if it was previously created through the execution of a submit activity
instance. Similarly, a job offer can be stopped by a cancel hiring activity instance, or
closed by a determine winner activity instance, only if it has been previously created by
executing a post offer activity instance.

This temporal dependencies could also propagate further, depending on how the
pointed classes are related to each other. We discuss in particular two examples from
Figure 5. When a job offer is created by posting it, it also requires to create a corre-
sponding job profile, or to relate it to an existing job profile; this is due to the cardinality
constraint indicating that each job offer refers to one and only one job profile. Even
more interesting is the creation of an application, which requires on the one hand to
create or select the candidate owning that application, but on the other hand also to
relate it to a job offer, simultaneously or previously created. All in all, the interplay
between the two generating activity-object relationships for Application and Job Offer,
mediated by the responds to relationship linking each application to one and only one
job offer, implicitly introduces a complex precedence constraint stating that: whenever
an Application is submitted responding to some Job Offer, that Job Offer must
have been posted before. /
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Fig. 1: UML class diagram capturing the main object and relationship types of the job
hiring domain.

inspiration from [12] and discuss in more detail a fragment of a typical job hiring
process, pointing out the challenges it pose to case-centric notations.

2.1 A Job Hiring Process

We consider the fragment of a job hiring process enacted by an organisation whenever
there is the need of filling an internal position. For simplicity, we consider only two
types of actors involved in the process:

– The organisation itself, responsible for the publishing and management of job offers,
as well as for the selection of winning applications.

– Candidates interested in the offered positions, who participate to the selection
process by registering their personal data and by submitting their applications.

The complexity of the process resides in the fact that it relates many candidates to many
job offers, using the key notion of application as relator. In the following, we assume
that the main object and relationship types of the job hiring domain are those illustrated
in the UML class diagram of Figure 1.

Using this object and relationship types as a basis, we consider various constraints
to describe tasks in the process and their mutual temporal relationships. For the sake of
readability, we use:

– violet, normal sans-serif to indicate object and relationship types;
– blue, bold sans-serif to indicate tasks;
– blue, italics to highlight temporal aspects, such as the amount of times a task can be

repeated, or whether some task is expected to occur before or after another task;
– green, italic sans-serif to point out relationships between tasks and object types.
– blue, underlined italics to indicate co-reference relationships that indirectly indicate

which instances of tasks are related by the constraint depending on the objects they
manipulate.

In particular, the relevant constraints for our job hiring example are:

C.1 The register data task is about a Person.
C.2 A Job Offer is created by executing the post offer task.
C.3 A Job Offer is closed by determining the winner.
C.4 A Job Offer is stopped by canceling the hiring.
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C.5 An Application is created by executing the submit task.
C.6 An Application is promoted by marking it as eligible.
C.7 An Application can be submitted only if, beforehand, the data about the Candi-

date who made that Application have been registered.
C.8 A winner can be determined for a Job Offer only if at least one Application

responding to that Job Offer has been previously marked as eligible.
C.9 For each Application responding to a Job Offer, if the Application is marked

as eligible then a winner must be finally determined for that Job Offer, and
this is done only once for that Job Offer.

C.10 When a winner is determined for a Job Offer, Applications responding to that

Job Offer cannot be marked as eligible anymore.
C.11 A Job Offer closed by a determine winner task cannot be stopped by executing

the cancel hiring task (and vice-versa).

2.2 Capturing the Job Hiring Example with Case-Centric Notations
The most fundamental issue when trying to capture the job hiring example of Section 2.1
using case-centric notation is to identify what is the case. This, in turn, determines
what is the orchestration point for the process, that is, which participant coordinates
process instances corresponding to different case objects. This problem is apparent when
looking at BPMN, which specifies that each process should correspond to a single locus
of control, i.e., confined within a single pool.4

In our example, we have two participants: candidates (in turn responsible for man-
aging Applications), and the job hiring organisation (in turn responsible for the
management of JobOffers). However, we cannot use neither of the two to act as unique
locus of control for the process: on the one hand, candidates may simultaneously create
and manage different applications for different job offers; on the other hand, the organi-
sation may simultaneously spawn and manage different job offers, each one resulting
in multiple applications being evaluated. A typical modelling mistake done by novices
is to select the job hiring organisation as unique locus of control, and squeeze all tasks
therein. This leads to very cumbersome courses of execution as shown in Figure 2.

As clearly pointed out in textbooks (see, e.g., Chapter 8 of [12]), the only way to
handle in BPMN a many-to-many process such as the job hiring process considered
here, is to distribute the process across multiple, separate pools – in our case study, the
candidate and the hiring company. Each of such pools focuses on a different case class
– in our case study, the hiring company focuses on job offers, whereas the candidate
focuses on his/her own applications. However, such multiple pools cannot execute their
internal flows in separation, but must instead be properly interconnected using suitable
synchronisation mechanisms, so as to ensure that the evolution of certain process instance
within a pool is properly aligned with the evolution of process instances within another
pool. For example, in our case study a job offer can be canceled only if no candidate
has created an application for it, which also implicitly indicate that once a job hiring has
been canceled, none of its applications can be marked as eligible for it. This requires
to relate job offers with applications, which can only be done by introducing complex
event or data-based synchronisation mechanisms [12] that are not at all mentioned in the
description of the process provided in Section 2.1.

4 Recall that a BPMN pool represents a participant [13].
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As it is clear from the figure, the activity-object relationships connecting submit to
Application and post offer to Job Offer represent object generation tasks, whereas the
other relationships capture cases where the existence of objects in the classes pointed by
activities does not necessarily imply the execution of instances of such activities. So, a
person can exist in the domain even if no data have been registered for him/her, whereas
an application can exist in the domain only if it was created by an instance of the submit
task.

Notably, even though the OCBC model in Figure 5 does not contain any explicit
temporal constraint, the presence of activity-object relationships that generate objects,
and their interplay with the constraints present in the data model, already implies the
existence of implicit constraints over the allowed activity executions.

First and foremost, optional activities pointing to a class that is also pointed by a
generating activity-object relationship, can only be executed on an object if that very

same object was previously created. This means that an application can be marked as
eligible only if it was previously created through the execution of a submit activity
instance. Similarly, a job offer can be stopped by a cancel hiring activity instance, or
closed by a determine winner activity instance, only if it has been previously created by
executing a post offer activity instance.

This temporal dependencies could also propagate further, depending on how the
pointed classes are related to each other. We discuss in particular two examples from
Figure 5. When a job offer is created by posting it, it also requires to create a corre-
sponding job profile, or to relate it to an existing job profile; this is due to the cardinality
constraint indicating that each job offer refers to one and only one job profile. Even
more interesting is the creation of an application, which requires on the one hand to
create or select the candidate owning that application, but on the other hand also to
relate it to a job offer, simultaneously or previously created. All in all, the interplay
between the two generating activity-object relationships for Application and Job Offer,
mediated by the responds to relationship linking each application to one and only one
job offer, implicitly introduces a complex precedence constraint stating that: whenever
an Application is submitted responding to some Job Offer, that Job Offer must
have been posted before. /
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As it is clear from the figure, the activity-object relationships connecting submit to
Application and post offer to Job Offer represent object generation tasks, whereas the
other relationships capture cases where the existence of objects in the classes pointed by
activities does not necessarily imply the execution of instances of such activities. So, a
person can exist in the domain even if no data have been registered for him/her, whereas
an application can exist in the domain only if it was created by an instance of the submit
task.

Notably, even though the OCBC model in Figure 5 does not contain any explicit
temporal constraint, the presence of activity-object relationships that generate objects,
and their interplay with the constraints present in the data model, already implies the
existence of implicit constraints over the allowed activity executions.

First and foremost, optional activities pointing to a class that is also pointed by a
generating activity-object relationship, can only be executed on an object if that very

same object was previously created. This means that an application can be marked as
eligible only if it was previously created through the execution of a submit activity
instance. Similarly, a job offer can be stopped by a cancel hiring activity instance, or
closed by a determine winner activity instance, only if it has been previously created by
executing a post offer activity instance.

This temporal dependencies could also propagate further, depending on how the
pointed classes are related to each other. We discuss in particular two examples from
Figure 5. When a job offer is created by posting it, it also requires to create a corre-
sponding job profile, or to relate it to an existing job profile; this is due to the cardinality
constraint indicating that each job offer refers to one and only one job profile. Even
more interesting is the creation of an application, which requires on the one hand to
create or select the candidate owning that application, but on the other hand also to
relate it to a job offer, simultaneously or previously created. All in all, the interplay
between the two generating activity-object relationships for Application and Job Offer,
mediated by the responds to relationship linking each application to one and only one
job offer, implicitly introduces a complex precedence constraint stating that: whenever
an Application is submitted responding to some Job Offer, that Job Offer must
have been posted before. /
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As it is clear from the figure, the activity-object relationships connecting submit to
Application and post offer to Job Offer represent object generation tasks, whereas the
other relationships capture cases where the existence of objects in the classes pointed by
activities does not necessarily imply the execution of instances of such activities. So, a
person can exist in the domain even if no data have been registered for him/her, whereas
an application can exist in the domain only if it was created by an instance of the submit
task.

Notably, even though the OCBC model in Figure 5 does not contain any explicit
temporal constraint, the presence of activity-object relationships that generate objects,
and their interplay with the constraints present in the data model, already implies the
existence of implicit constraints over the allowed activity executions.

First and foremost, optional activities pointing to a class that is also pointed by a
generating activity-object relationship, can only be executed on an object if that very

same object was previously created. This means that an application can be marked as
eligible only if it was previously created through the execution of a submit activity
instance. Similarly, a job offer can be stopped by a cancel hiring activity instance, or
closed by a determine winner activity instance, only if it has been previously created by
executing a post offer activity instance.

This temporal dependencies could also propagate further, depending on how the
pointed classes are related to each other. We discuss in particular two examples from
Figure 5. When a job offer is created by posting it, it also requires to create a corre-
sponding job profile, or to relate it to an existing job profile; this is due to the cardinality
constraint indicating that each job offer refers to one and only one job profile. Even
more interesting is the creation of an application, which requires on the one hand to
create or select the candidate owning that application, but on the other hand also to
relate it to a job offer, simultaneously or previously created. All in all, the interplay
between the two generating activity-object relationships for Application and Job Offer,
mediated by the responds to relationship linking each application to one and only one
job offer, implicitly introduces a complex precedence constraint stating that: whenever
an Application is submitted responding to some Job Offer, that Job Offer must
have been posted before. /
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C.5 An Application is created by executing the submit task.
C.6 An Application is promoted by marking it as eligible.
C.7 An Application can be submitted only if, beforehand, the data about the Candi-

date who made that Application have been registered.
C.8 A winner can be determined for a Job Offer only if at least one Application

responding to that Job Offer has been previously marked as eligible.
C.9 For each Application responding to a Job Offer, if the Application is marked

as eligible then a winner must be finally determined for that Job Offer, and
this is done only once for that Job Offer.

C.10 When a winner is determined for a Job Offer, Applications responding to that

Job Offer cannot be marked as eligible anymore.
C.11 A Job Offer closed by a determine winner task cannot be stopped by executing

the cancel hiring task (and vice-versa).

2.2 Capturing the Job Hiring Example with Case-Centric Notations
The most fundamental issue when trying to capture the job hiring example of Section 2.1
using case-centric notation is to identify what is the case. This, in turn, determines
what is the orchestration point for the process, that is, which participant coordinates
process instances corresponding to different case objects. This problem is apparent when
looking at BPMN, which specifies that each process should correspond to a single locus
of control, i.e., confined within a single pool.4

In our example, we have two participants: candidates (in turn responsible for man-
aging Applications), and the job hiring organisation (in turn responsible for the
management of JobOffers). However, we cannot use neither of the two to act as unique
locus of control for the process: on the one hand, candidates may simultaneously create
and manage different applications for different job offers; on the other hand, the organi-
sation may simultaneously spawn and manage different job offers, each one resulting
in multiple applications being evaluated. A typical modelling mistake done by novices
is to select the job hiring organisation as unique locus of control, and squeeze all tasks
therein. This leads to very cumbersome courses of execution as shown in Figure 2.

As clearly pointed out in textbooks (see, e.g., Chapter 8 of [12]), the only way to
handle in BPMN a many-to-many process such as the job hiring process considered
here, is to distribute the process across multiple, separate pools – in our case study, the
candidate and the hiring company. Each of such pools focuses on a different case class
– in our case study, the hiring company focuses on job offers, whereas the candidate
focuses on his/her own applications. However, such multiple pools cannot execute their
internal flows in separation, but must instead be properly interconnected using suitable
synchronisation mechanisms, so as to ensure that the evolution of certain process instance
within a pool is properly aligned with the evolution of process instances within another
pool. For example, in our case study a job offer can be canceled only if no candidate
has created an application for it, which also implicitly indicate that once a job hiring has
been canceled, none of its applications can be marked as eligible for it. This requires
to relate job offers with applications, which can only be done by introducing complex
event or data-based synchronisation mechanisms [12] that are not at all mentioned in the
description of the process provided in Section 2.1.

4 Recall that a BPMN pool represents a participant [13].
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C.5 An Application is created by executing the submit task.
C.6 An Application is promoted by marking it as eligible.
C.7 An Application can be submitted only if, beforehand, the data about the Candi-

date who made that Application have been registered.
C.8 A winner can be determined for a Job Offer only if at least one Application

responding to that Job Offer has been previously marked as eligible.
C.9 For each Application responding to a Job Offer, if the Application is marked

as eligible then a winner must be finally determined for that Job Offer, and
this is done only once for that Job Offer.

C.10 When a winner is determined for a Job Offer, Applications responding to that

Job Offer cannot be marked as eligible anymore.
C.11 A Job Offer closed by a determine winner task cannot be stopped by executing

the cancel hiring task (and vice-versa).

2.2 Capturing the Job Hiring Example with Case-Centric Notations
The most fundamental issue when trying to capture the job hiring example of Section 2.1
using case-centric notation is to identify what is the case. This, in turn, determines
what is the orchestration point for the process, that is, which participant coordinates
process instances corresponding to different case objects. This problem is apparent when
looking at BPMN, which specifies that each process should correspond to a single locus
of control, i.e., confined within a single pool.4

In our example, we have two participants: candidates (in turn responsible for man-
aging Applications), and the job hiring organisation (in turn responsible for the
management of JobOffers). However, we cannot use neither of the two to act as unique
locus of control for the process: on the one hand, candidates may simultaneously create
and manage different applications for different job offers; on the other hand, the organi-
sation may simultaneously spawn and manage different job offers, each one resulting
in multiple applications being evaluated. A typical modelling mistake done by novices
is to select the job hiring organisation as unique locus of control, and squeeze all tasks
therein. This leads to very cumbersome courses of execution as shown in Figure 2.

As clearly pointed out in textbooks (see, e.g., Chapter 8 of [12]), the only way to
handle in BPMN a many-to-many process such as the job hiring process considered
here, is to distribute the process across multiple, separate pools – in our case study, the
candidate and the hiring company. Each of such pools focuses on a different case class
– in our case study, the hiring company focuses on job offers, whereas the candidate
focuses on his/her own applications. However, such multiple pools cannot execute their
internal flows in separation, but must instead be properly interconnected using suitable
synchronisation mechanisms, so as to ensure that the evolution of certain process instance
within a pool is properly aligned with the evolution of process instances within another
pool. For example, in our case study a job offer can be canceled only if no candidate
has created an application for it, which also implicitly indicate that once a job hiring has
been canceled, none of its applications can be marked as eligible for it. This requires
to relate job offers with applications, which can only be done by introducing complex
event or data-based synchronisation mechanisms [12] that are not at all mentioned in the
description of the process provided in Section 2.1.

4 Recall that a BPMN pool represents a participant [13].
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As it is clear from the figure, the activity-object relationships connecting submit to
Application and post offer to Job Offer represent object generation tasks, whereas the
other relationships capture cases where the existence of objects in the classes pointed by
activities does not necessarily imply the execution of instances of such activities. So, a
person can exist in the domain even if no data have been registered for him/her, whereas
an application can exist in the domain only if it was created by an instance of the submit
task.

Notably, even though the OCBC model in Figure 5 does not contain any explicit
temporal constraint, the presence of activity-object relationships that generate objects,
and their interplay with the constraints present in the data model, already implies the
existence of implicit constraints over the allowed activity executions.

First and foremost, optional activities pointing to a class that is also pointed by a
generating activity-object relationship, can only be executed on an object if that very

same object was previously created. This means that an application can be marked as
eligible only if it was previously created through the execution of a submit activity
instance. Similarly, a job offer can be stopped by a cancel hiring activity instance, or
closed by a determine winner activity instance, only if it has been previously created by
executing a post offer activity instance.

This temporal dependencies could also propagate further, depending on how the
pointed classes are related to each other. We discuss in particular two examples from
Figure 5. When a job offer is created by posting it, it also requires to create a corre-
sponding job profile, or to relate it to an existing job profile; this is due to the cardinality
constraint indicating that each job offer refers to one and only one job profile. Even
more interesting is the creation of an application, which requires on the one hand to
create or select the candidate owning that application, but on the other hand also to
relate it to a job offer, simultaneously or previously created. All in all, the interplay
between the two generating activity-object relationships for Application and Job Offer,
mediated by the responds to relationship linking each application to one and only one
job offer, implicitly introduces a complex precedence constraint stating that: whenever
an Application is submitted responding to some Job Offer, that Job Offer must
have been posted before. /
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C.5 An Application is created by executing the submit task.
C.6 An Application is promoted by marking it as eligible.
C.7 An Application can be submitted only if, beforehand, the data about the Candi-

date who made that Application have been registered.
C.8 A winner can be determined for a Job Offer only if at least one Application

responding to that Job Offer has been previously marked as eligible.
C.9 For each Application responding to a Job Offer, if the Application is marked

as eligible then a winner must be finally determined for that Job Offer, and
this is done only once for that Job Offer.

C.10 When a winner is determined for a Job Offer, Applications responding to that

Job Offer cannot be marked as eligible anymore.
C.11 A Job Offer closed by a determine winner task cannot be stopped by executing

the cancel hiring task (and vice-versa).

2.2 Capturing the Job Hiring Example with Case-Centric Notations
The most fundamental issue when trying to capture the job hiring example of Section 2.1
using case-centric notation is to identify what is the case. This, in turn, determines
what is the orchestration point for the process, that is, which participant coordinates
process instances corresponding to different case objects. This problem is apparent when
looking at BPMN, which specifies that each process should correspond to a single locus
of control, i.e., confined within a single pool.4

In our example, we have two participants: candidates (in turn responsible for man-
aging Applications), and the job hiring organisation (in turn responsible for the
management of JobOffers). However, we cannot use neither of the two to act as unique
locus of control for the process: on the one hand, candidates may simultaneously create
and manage different applications for different job offers; on the other hand, the organi-
sation may simultaneously spawn and manage different job offers, each one resulting
in multiple applications being evaluated. A typical modelling mistake done by novices
is to select the job hiring organisation as unique locus of control, and squeeze all tasks
therein. This leads to very cumbersome courses of execution as shown in Figure 2.

As clearly pointed out in textbooks (see, e.g., Chapter 8 of [12]), the only way to
handle in BPMN a many-to-many process such as the job hiring process considered
here, is to distribute the process across multiple, separate pools – in our case study, the
candidate and the hiring company. Each of such pools focuses on a different case class
– in our case study, the hiring company focuses on job offers, whereas the candidate
focuses on his/her own applications. However, such multiple pools cannot execute their
internal flows in separation, but must instead be properly interconnected using suitable
synchronisation mechanisms, so as to ensure that the evolution of certain process instance
within a pool is properly aligned with the evolution of process instances within another
pool. For example, in our case study a job offer can be canceled only if no candidate
has created an application for it, which also implicitly indicate that once a job hiring has
been canceled, none of its applications can be marked as eligible for it. This requires
to relate job offers with applications, which can only be done by introducing complex
event or data-based synchronisation mechanisms [12] that are not at all mentioned in the
description of the process provided in Section 2.1.

4 Recall that a BPMN pool represents a participant [13].
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as eligible then a winner must be finally determined for that Job Offer, and
this is done only once for that Job Offer.

C.10 When a winner is determined for a Job Offer, Applications responding to that
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C.11 A Job Offer closed by a determine winner task cannot be stopped by executing

the cancel hiring task (and vice-versa).

2.2 Capturing the Job Hiring Example with Case-Centric Notations
The most fundamental issue when trying to capture the job hiring example of Section 2.1
using case-centric notation is to identify what is the case. This, in turn, determines
what is the orchestration point for the process, that is, which participant coordinates
process instances corresponding to different case objects. This problem is apparent when
looking at BPMN, which specifies that each process should correspond to a single locus
of control, i.e., confined within a single pool.4

In our example, we have two participants: candidates (in turn responsible for man-
aging Applications), and the job hiring organisation (in turn responsible for the
management of JobOffers). However, we cannot use neither of the two to act as unique
locus of control for the process: on the one hand, candidates may simultaneously create
and manage different applications for different job offers; on the other hand, the organi-
sation may simultaneously spawn and manage different job offers, each one resulting
in multiple applications being evaluated. A typical modelling mistake done by novices
is to select the job hiring organisation as unique locus of control, and squeeze all tasks
therein. This leads to very cumbersome courses of execution as shown in Figure 2.

As clearly pointed out in textbooks (see, e.g., Chapter 8 of [12]), the only way to
handle in BPMN a many-to-many process such as the job hiring process considered
here, is to distribute the process across multiple, separate pools – in our case study, the
candidate and the hiring company. Each of such pools focuses on a different case class
– in our case study, the hiring company focuses on job offers, whereas the candidate
focuses on his/her own applications. However, such multiple pools cannot execute their
internal flows in separation, but must instead be properly interconnected using suitable
synchronisation mechanisms, so as to ensure that the evolution of certain process instance
within a pool is properly aligned with the evolution of process instances within another
pool. For example, in our case study a job offer can be canceled only if no candidate
has created an application for it, which also implicitly indicate that once a job hiring has
been canceled, none of its applications can be marked as eligible for it. This requires
to relate job offers with applications, which can only be done by introducing complex
event or data-based synchronisation mechanisms [12] that are not at all mentioned in the
description of the process provided in Section 2.1.

4 Recall that a BPMN pool represents a participant [13].
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response(A,B) If A is executed, then B must be executed afterwards.
unary- response(A,B) If A is executed, then B must be executed exactly once after-

wards.
precedence(A,B) If A is executed, then B must have been executed before.
unary- precedence(A,B) If A is executed, then B must have been executed exactly once

before.
responded- existence(A,B) If A is execute, then B must also be executed (either before or

afterwards).
non-response(A,B) If A is executed, then B will not be executed afterwards.
non-precedence(A,B) If A is executed, then B was never executed before.
non-coexistence(A,B) A and B cannot be both executed.

Fig. 4: Intuitive meaning of temporal constraints

3.2 Temporal Constraints over Activities

Taking inspiration from the DECLARE patterns [3], we present here the temporal
constraints between (pairs of) activities that can be expressed in OCBC. Fig. 3 graphically
renders such constraints, while their textual representation is defined next.

Definition 2 (Temporal constraints). Let

– UA be the universe of activities, denoted with capital letters A1, A2, . . .;

– UTC be the universe of temporal constraints, i.e., UTC = {response,

unary-response, precedence, unary-precedence, responded-existence,

non- response, non-precedence, non-coexistence}, as shown in Fig. 3, where

each tc 2 UTC is a binary relation over activities, i.e., tc ✓ UA ⇥ UA.

The set of temporal constraints in a given OCBC model is denoted as ⌃TC and is

conceived as a set of elements of the form tc(A1, A2), where tc 2 UTC and A1, A2 2 UA.

In the literature, such constraints are typically formalised using linear temporal logic
over finite traces [21,22]. We report their intuitive meaning in Fig. 4.

Inspired by the Declare declarative process modeling notation
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Fig. 5: Activity-object relationships in the job hiring scenario of Section 2.1

As it is clear from the figure, the activity-object relationships connecting submit to
Application and post offer to Job Offer represent object generation tasks, whereas the
other relationships capture cases where the existence of objects in the classes pointed by
activities does not necessarily imply the execution of instances of such activities. So, a
person can exist in the domain even if no data have been registered for him/her, whereas
an application can exist in the domain only if it was created by an instance of the submit
task.

Notably, even though the OCBC model in Figure 5 does not contain any explicit
temporal constraint, the presence of activity-object relationships that generate objects,
and their interplay with the constraints present in the data model, already implies the
existence of implicit constraints over the allowed activity executions.

First and foremost, optional activities pointing to a class that is also pointed by a
generating activity-object relationship, can only be executed on an object if that very

same object was previously created. This means that an application can be marked as
eligible only if it was previously created through the execution of a submit activity
instance. Similarly, a job offer can be stopped by a cancel hiring activity instance, or
closed by a determine winner activity instance, only if it has been previously created by
executing a post offer activity instance.

This temporal dependencies could also propagate further, depending on how the
pointed classes are related to each other. We discuss in particular two examples from
Figure 5. When a job offer is created by posting it, it also requires to create a corre-
sponding job profile, or to relate it to an existing job profile; this is due to the cardinality
constraint indicating that each job offer refers to one and only one job profile. Even
more interesting is the creation of an application, which requires on the one hand to
create or select the candidate owning that application, but on the other hand also to
relate it to a job offer, simultaneously or previously created. All in all, the interplay
between the two generating activity-object relationships for Application and Job Offer,
mediated by the responds to relationship linking each application to one and only one
job offer, implicitly introduces a complex precedence constraint stating that: whenever
an Application is submitted responding to some Job Offer, that Job Offer must
have been posted before. /
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C.5 An Application is created by executing the submit task.
C.6 An Application is promoted by marking it as eligible.
C.7 An Application can be submitted only if, beforehand, the data about the Candi-

date who made that Application have been registered.
C.8 A winner can be determined for a Job Offer only if at least one Application

responding to that Job Offer has been previously marked as eligible.
C.9 For each Application responding to a Job Offer, if the Application is marked

as eligible then a winner must be finally determined for that Job Offer, and
this is done only once for that Job Offer.

C.10 When a winner is determined for a Job Offer, Applications responding to that

Job Offer cannot be marked as eligible anymore.
C.11 A Job Offer closed by a determine winner task cannot be stopped by executing

the cancel hiring task (and vice-versa).

2.2 Capturing the Job Hiring Example with Case-Centric Notations
The most fundamental issue when trying to capture the job hiring example of Section 2.1
using case-centric notation is to identify what is the case. This, in turn, determines
what is the orchestration point for the process, that is, which participant coordinates
process instances corresponding to different case objects. This problem is apparent when
looking at BPMN, which specifies that each process should correspond to a single locus
of control, i.e., confined within a single pool.4

In our example, we have two participants: candidates (in turn responsible for man-
aging Applications), and the job hiring organisation (in turn responsible for the
management of JobOffers). However, we cannot use neither of the two to act as unique
locus of control for the process: on the one hand, candidates may simultaneously create
and manage different applications for different job offers; on the other hand, the organi-
sation may simultaneously spawn and manage different job offers, each one resulting
in multiple applications being evaluated. A typical modelling mistake done by novices
is to select the job hiring organisation as unique locus of control, and squeeze all tasks
therein. This leads to very cumbersome courses of execution as shown in Figure 2.

As clearly pointed out in textbooks (see, e.g., Chapter 8 of [12]), the only way to
handle in BPMN a many-to-many process such as the job hiring process considered
here, is to distribute the process across multiple, separate pools – in our case study, the
candidate and the hiring company. Each of such pools focuses on a different case class
– in our case study, the hiring company focuses on job offers, whereas the candidate
focuses on his/her own applications. However, such multiple pools cannot execute their
internal flows in separation, but must instead be properly interconnected using suitable
synchronisation mechanisms, so as to ensure that the evolution of certain process instance
within a pool is properly aligned with the evolution of process instances within another
pool. For example, in our case study a job offer can be canceled only if no candidate
has created an application for it, which also implicitly indicate that once a job hiring has
been canceled, none of its applications can be marked as eligible for it. This requires
to relate job offers with applications, which can only be done by introducing complex
event or data-based synchronisation mechanisms [12] that are not at all mentioned in the
description of the process provided in Section 2.1.

4 Recall that a BPMN pool represents a participant [13].
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As it is clear from the figure, the activity-object relationships connecting submit to
Application and post offer to Job Offer represent object generation tasks, whereas the
other relationships capture cases where the existence of objects in the classes pointed by
activities does not necessarily imply the execution of instances of such activities. So, a
person can exist in the domain even if no data have been registered for him/her, whereas
an application can exist in the domain only if it was created by an instance of the submit
task.

Notably, even though the OCBC model in Figure 5 does not contain any explicit
temporal constraint, the presence of activity-object relationships that generate objects,
and their interplay with the constraints present in the data model, already implies the
existence of implicit constraints over the allowed activity executions.

First and foremost, optional activities pointing to a class that is also pointed by a
generating activity-object relationship, can only be executed on an object if that very

same object was previously created. This means that an application can be marked as
eligible only if it was previously created through the execution of a submit activity
instance. Similarly, a job offer can be stopped by a cancel hiring activity instance, or
closed by a determine winner activity instance, only if it has been previously created by
executing a post offer activity instance.

This temporal dependencies could also propagate further, depending on how the
pointed classes are related to each other. We discuss in particular two examples from
Figure 5. When a job offer is created by posting it, it also requires to create a corre-
sponding job profile, or to relate it to an existing job profile; this is due to the cardinality
constraint indicating that each job offer refers to one and only one job profile. Even
more interesting is the creation of an application, which requires on the one hand to
create or select the candidate owning that application, but on the other hand also to
relate it to a job offer, simultaneously or previously created. All in all, the interplay
between the two generating activity-object relationships for Application and Job Offer,
mediated by the responds to relationship linking each application to one and only one
job offer, implicitly introduces a complex precedence constraint stating that: whenever
an Application is submitted responding to some Job Offer, that Job Offer must
have been posted before. /
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2.2 Capturing the Job Hiring Example with Case-Centric Notations
The most fundamental issue when trying to capture the job hiring example of Section 2.1
using case-centric notation is to identify what is the case. This, in turn, determines
what is the orchestration point for the process, that is, which participant coordinates
process instances corresponding to different case objects. This problem is apparent when
looking at BPMN, which specifies that each process should correspond to a single locus
of control, i.e., confined within a single pool.4

In our example, we have two participants: candidates (in turn responsible for man-
aging Applications), and the job hiring organisation (in turn responsible for the
management of JobOffers). However, we cannot use neither of the two to act as unique
locus of control for the process: on the one hand, candidates may simultaneously create
and manage different applications for different job offers; on the other hand, the organi-
sation may simultaneously spawn and manage different job offers, each one resulting
in multiple applications being evaluated. A typical modelling mistake done by novices
is to select the job hiring organisation as unique locus of control, and squeeze all tasks
therein. This leads to very cumbersome courses of execution as shown in Figure 2.

As clearly pointed out in textbooks (see, e.g., Chapter 8 of [12]), the only way to
handle in BPMN a many-to-many process such as the job hiring process considered
here, is to distribute the process across multiple, separate pools – in our case study, the
candidate and the hiring company. Each of such pools focuses on a different case class
– in our case study, the hiring company focuses on job offers, whereas the candidate
focuses on his/her own applications. However, such multiple pools cannot execute their
internal flows in separation, but must instead be properly interconnected using suitable
synchronisation mechanisms, so as to ensure that the evolution of certain process instance
within a pool is properly aligned with the evolution of process instances within another
pool. For example, in our case study a job offer can be canceled only if no candidate
has created an application for it, which also implicitly indicate that once a job hiring has
been canceled, none of its applications can be marked as eligible for it. This requires
to relate job offers with applications, which can only be done by introducing complex
event or data-based synchronisation mechanisms [12] that are not at all mentioned in the
description of the process provided in Section 2.1.

4 Recall that a BPMN pool represents a participant [13].
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can be executed afterwards

(d) Co-reference of non-response over a relationship

Fig. 6: Co-reference response constraints over (a) object classes and (b) relationships,
with their negated versions (c-d)

relating submit to register data enables the possibility of submitting an application,
only if the candidate

cref(precedence
�
submit, register data), is about, sends

�
= made by.

Obviously, although not directly linked to Candidate, the is about activity-object
relationship is inherited by that class given the ISA linking it to Person. It is interesting
to notice that this constraint does by no means affect when and how many times the
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non-response(A,B) If A is executed, then B will not be executed afterwards.
non-precedence(A,B) If A is executed, then B was never executed before.
non-coexistence(A,B) A and B cannot be both executed.

Fig. 4: Intuitive meaning of temporal constraints

3.2 Temporal Constraints over Activities

Taking inspiration from the DECLARE patterns [3], we present here the temporal
constraints between (pairs of) activities that can be expressed in OCBC. Fig. 3 graphically
renders such constraints, while their textual representation is defined next.

Definition 2 (Temporal constraints). Let

– UA be the universe of activities, denoted with capital letters A1, A2, . . .;

– UTC be the universe of temporal constraints, i.e., UTC = {response,

unary-response, precedence, unary-precedence, responded-existence,

non- response, non-precedence, non-coexistence}, as shown in Fig. 3, where

each tc 2 UTC is a binary relation over activities, i.e., tc ✓ UA ⇥ UA.

The set of temporal constraints in a given OCBC model is denoted as ⌃TC and is

conceived as a set of elements of the form tc(A1, A2), where tc 2 UTC and A1, A2 2 UA.

In the literature, such constraints are typically formalised using linear temporal logic
over finite traces [21,22]. We report their intuitive meaning in Fig. 4.
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C.5 An Application is created by executing the submit task.
C.6 An Application is promoted by marking it as eligible.
C.7 An Application can be submitted only if, beforehand, the data about the Candi-

date who made that Application have been registered.
C.8 A winner can be determined for a Job Offer only if at least one Application

responding to that Job Offer has been previously marked as eligible.
C.9 For each Application responding to a Job Offer, if the Application is marked

as eligible then a winner must be finally determined for that Job Offer, and
this is done only once for that Job Offer.

C.10 When a winner is determined for a Job Offer, Applications responding to that

Job Offer cannot be marked as eligible anymore.
C.11 A Job Offer closed by a determine winner task cannot be stopped by executing

the cancel hiring task (and vice-versa).

2.2 Capturing the Job Hiring Example with Case-Centric Notations
The most fundamental issue when trying to capture the job hiring example of Section 2.1
using case-centric notation is to identify what is the case. This, in turn, determines
what is the orchestration point for the process, that is, which participant coordinates
process instances corresponding to different case objects. This problem is apparent when
looking at BPMN, which specifies that each process should correspond to a single locus
of control, i.e., confined within a single pool.4

In our example, we have two participants: candidates (in turn responsible for man-
aging Applications), and the job hiring organisation (in turn responsible for the
management of JobOffers). However, we cannot use neither of the two to act as unique
locus of control for the process: on the one hand, candidates may simultaneously create
and manage different applications for different job offers; on the other hand, the organi-
sation may simultaneously spawn and manage different job offers, each one resulting
in multiple applications being evaluated. A typical modelling mistake done by novices
is to select the job hiring organisation as unique locus of control, and squeeze all tasks
therein. This leads to very cumbersome courses of execution as shown in Figure 2.

As clearly pointed out in textbooks (see, e.g., Chapter 8 of [12]), the only way to
handle in BPMN a many-to-many process such as the job hiring process considered
here, is to distribute the process across multiple, separate pools – in our case study, the
candidate and the hiring company. Each of such pools focuses on a different case class
– in our case study, the hiring company focuses on job offers, whereas the candidate
focuses on his/her own applications. However, such multiple pools cannot execute their
internal flows in separation, but must instead be properly interconnected using suitable
synchronisation mechanisms, so as to ensure that the evolution of certain process instance
within a pool is properly aligned with the evolution of process instances within another
pool. For example, in our case study a job offer can be canceled only if no candidate
has created an application for it, which also implicitly indicate that once a job hiring has
been canceled, none of its applications can be marked as eligible for it. This requires
to relate job offers with applications, which can only be done by introducing complex
event or data-based synchronisation mechanisms [12] that are not at all mentioned in the
description of the process provided in Section 2.1.

4 Recall that a BPMN pool represents a participant [13].
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Fig. 7: OCBC model for the job hiring scenario of Section 2.1, where each one of
C.1–C.11 therein corresponds to either an activity-object relationship or a co-reference
temporal constraint in the OCBC model. The lightweight constraint is redundant: it is
implied by the other constraints in the diagram.

register data task can be executed for a given Person. This implicitly captures the
fact that the same Person may updated his/her personal data multiple times.

Of particular interest is the unary-response constraint relating mark as eligible
to determine winner (which captures C.9 from Section 2.1), in particular when
multiple applications submitted to the same job offer (say, job offer o) are marked as
eligible. In this case, the constraint requires that every instance of the mark as eligible
task promoting an Application that responds to o, is eventually followed by a single

instance of the determine winner task that closes offer o. Such a single instance of
determine winner for offer o will be actually the same for all such eligible applications.
In fact, having two distinct instances of determine winner for offer o would violate
the fact that the constraint is a unary response. This has a twofold implication:

– The (unique) instance of determine winner for o must occur after all the occur-
rences of mark as eligible for applications that respond to o.

– Once the (unique) instance of determine winner for o is executed, it is not possible
anymore to mark as eligible any application responding to o. It this would happen,
they would require a later occurrence of determine winner for o, which would
clash with the uniqueness requirement. This shows that the non-response constraint
relating determine winner to mark as eligible via the responds to relationship
is actually redundant: it is implied by the unary-response constraint relating mark
as eligible to determine winner via the same responds to relationship. Notice
that further applications may be still submitted for a closed job offer, but they will
not be marked as eligible. /

4 Conclusion and Discussion

We have presented the OCBC model, which enriches structural conceptual models with
behavioural constraints. By means of a small, but relevant case study, we have shown

c
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2.2 Capturing the Job Hiring Example with Case-Centric Notations
The most fundamental issue when trying to capture the job hiring example of Section 2.1
using case-centric notation is to identify what is the case. This, in turn, determines
what is the orchestration point for the process, that is, which participant coordinates
process instances corresponding to different case objects. This problem is apparent when
looking at BPMN, which specifies that each process should correspond to a single locus
of control, i.e., confined within a single pool.4
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management of JobOffers). However, we cannot use neither of the two to act as unique
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therein. This leads to very cumbersome courses of execution as shown in Figure 2.
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focuses on his/her own applications. However, such multiple pools cannot execute their
internal flows in separation, but must instead be properly interconnected using suitable
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4 Recall that a BPMN pool represents a participant [13].
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Fig. 9: Data model of our CONFSYS running example

Correctness of the Encoding. The encoding we have provided is faithful, in the sense
that it fully preserves in the DL-LiteA ontology the semantics of the UML class diagram.
Obviously, since, due to reification, the ontology alphabet may contain additional sym-
bols with respect to those used in the UML class diagram, the two specifications cannot
have the same logical models. However, it is possible to show that the logical models
of a UML class diagram and those of the DL-LiteA ontology derived from it correspond
to each other, and hence that satisfiability of a class or association in the UML diagram
corresponds to satisfiability of the corresponding concept or role [29,7].

Example 9. We illustrate the encoding of UML class diagrams in DL-LiteA on the
UML class diagram shown in Figure 9, which depicts (a simplified version of) the in-
formation model of the CONFSYS conference submission system used for our running
example. We assume that the components of associations are given from left to right
and from top to bottom. Papers are represented through the Paper class, with attributes
title and type, both of type string. The subclass DecidedPaper of Paper represents those
papers for which an acceptance decision has already been taken, and such a decision is
characterized by the decTime and accepted attributes, and by the unique person who
has notified the decision. The type of decTime is ts, which is the data type we use to
represent timestamps. Persons, characterized through their name and the time they have
been registered in the system, are related to papers via the Assignment and the Submis-
sion associations, which are both represented through association classes with corre-
sponding timestamps. Among the submissions, we distinguish those that are a Creation
and those that are a CRUpload (i.e., a camera-ready upload). Instead, each assignment
possibly leadsTo a Review, which has its submission time as timestamp. Finally, each
paper is submitted to exactly one conference, which is represented through the associ-
ation submittedTo with the class Conference and the corresponding multiplicity, and
each conference has a unique person who chairs it.
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Fig. 10: Encoding in DL-LiteA of the UML class diagram shown in Figure 9
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Fig. 3: Types of temporal constraints between activities

response(A,B) If A is executed, then B must be executed afterwards.
unary- response(A,B) If A is executed, then B must be executed exactly once after-

wards.
precedence(A,B) If A is executed, then B must have been executed before.
unary- precedence(A,B) If A is executed, then B must have been executed exactly once

before.
responded- existence(A,B) If A is execute, then B must also be executed (either before or

afterwards).
non-response(A,B) If A is executed, then B will not be executed afterwards.
non-precedence(A,B) If A is executed, then B was never executed before.
non-coexistence(A,B) A and B cannot be both executed.

Fig. 4: Intuitive meaning of temporal constraints

3.2 Temporal Constraints over Activities

Taking inspiration from the DECLARE patterns [3], we present here the temporal
constraints between (pairs of) activities that can be expressed in OCBC. Fig. 3 graphically
renders such constraints, while their textual representation is defined next.

Definition 2 (Temporal constraints). Let

– UA be the universe of activities, denoted with capital letters A1, A2, . . .;

– UTC be the universe of temporal constraints, i.e., UTC = {response,

unary-response, precedence, unary-precedence, responded-existence,

non- response, non-precedence, non-coexistence}, as shown in Fig. 3, where

each tc 2 UTC is a binary relation over activities, i.e., tc ✓ UA ⇥ UA.

The set of temporal constraints in a given OCBC model is denoted as ⌃TC and is

conceived as a set of elements of the form tc(A1, A2), where tc 2 UTC and A1, A2 2 UA.

In the literature, such constraints are typically formalised using linear temporal logic
over finite traces [21,22]. We report their intuitive meaning in Fig. 4.
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Abstract. Existing process modeling notations ranging from Petri nets to BPMN
have difficulties capturing the data manipulated by processes. Process models of-
ten focus on the control flow, lacking an explicit, conceptually well-founded in-
tegration with real data models, such as ER diagrams or UML class diagrams. To
overcome this limitation, Object-Centric Behavioral Constraints (OCBC) models
were recently proposed as a new notation that combines full-fledged data models
with control-flow constraints inspired by declarative process modeling notations
such as DECLARE and DCR Graphs. We propose a formalization of the OCBC
model using temporal description logics. The obtained formalization allows us
to lift all reasoning services defined for constraint-based process modeling no-
tations without data, to the much more sophisticated scenario of OCBC. Fur-
thermore, we show how reasoning over OCBC models can be reformulated into
decidable, standard reasoning tasks over the corresponding temporal description
logic knowledge base.

1 Introduction

2(A!3FB)

2(A!3PB)

2(A!2⇤ ¬B)

Despite the plethora of notations available to model business processes, process
modelers struggle to capture real-life processes using mainstream notations such as
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN), Event-driven Process Chains (EPC),
and UML activity diagrams. All such notations require the simplifying assumption that
each process model focuses on a single, explicitly defined case notion (also referred to
as process instance). The discrepancy between the single case view and reality becomes
evident when using process mining techniques to reconstruct processes based on the
available data [2]. Process mining starts from the available data and, unless one is using
a Business Process Management (BPM) or Workflow Management (WFM) system for
process execution, explicit case information is typically missing. Process-centric dia-
grams using BPMN, EPCs, or UML describe the life-cycle of individual cases. When
formal languages like Petri nets, automata, and process algebras are used to describe
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Fig. 3: Trace fragment for the OCBC model in Fig. 2

The top part describes the temporal ordering of activities and the bottom part how ob-
jects relevant for the process execution are structured (read the lower part as a standard
UML class diagram). The middle layer (dotted lines) relates activities and data. We
now informally describe the constructs highlighted in Fig. 2. 1 There is a one-to-
one correspondence between a CreateOrder activity and an Order, i.e., the execu-
tion of a CreateOrder activity creates a unique Order and, vice-versa, due to the 1
on the CreateOrder side, each Order has been generated by a single execution of a
CreateOrder activity. 2 Every execution of the PickItem activity refers to a unique
OrderLine and each OrderLine has been generated by an execution of a PickItem

activity (and not by a WrapItem activity). 3 Each CreateOrder activity is followed
by exactly one (single arrow) PayOrder activity related to the same order. 4 Each
PayOrder activity is preceded by possibly many (double arrow) PickItem activities.
5 Whenever we execute PayOrder we will never execute PickItem on the same paid

order. 6 The dash-dotted line denotes a co-reference constraint over an object class,
imposes that when the CreateOrder creates an order instance, that order instance will
eventually be paid by executing a PayOrder activity. 7 The dash-dotted line is, in this
case, a co-reference constraint now over a relationship which imposes that when we
fill an order line it must have been contained in exactly one order created by executing
a CreateOrder activity. Since an order line instance could not exist at the same time
we create an order instance and relationships are instantiated by co-existing objects, the
UML model correctly specifies that, at each point in time, each order participates zero
or more times in the contains relation. On the other hand, the co-reference constraint
together with the mandatory cardinalities constraints and the temporal constraints be-
tween CreateOrder, PayOrder and PickItem imply the eventual existence of at least

one order line contained in any given order. 8 The dash-dotted line starting with a ⇥
denotes a negative co-reference constraint that forbids filling with further order lines an
order that has been closed by a PayOrder activity.

A possible execution of an OCBC process, called in the following trace fragment,
records at once events, with their execution time, and the objects they operate on. In
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can be executed afterwards
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Fig. 6: Co-reference response constraints over (a) object classes and (b) relationships,
with their negated versions (c-d)

relating submit to register data enables the possibility of submitting an application,
only if the candidate

cref(precedence
�
submit, register data), is about, sends

�
= made by.

Obviously, although not directly linked to Candidate, the is about activity-object
relationship is inherited by that class given the ISA linking it to Person. It is interesting
to notice that this constraint does by no means affect when and how many times the
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Do we need to global constraints on activities, 
without co-referencing in the data model?

No: everything scoped by data objects!
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Do we need to global constraints on activities, 
without co-referencing in the data model?

The temporal DL                       suffices! 
[Combines              with LTL over concepts only]

No: everything scoped by data objects!

Temporal constraint 
over O1 and O2
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Example 4. Consider again the OCBC model of Fig. 2 and the two constraints
in Fig. 7 where Fig. 7a captures that an order can be paid only if it has been
created before, and Fig. 7b that no order line of an order can be wrapped after
that order is paid. It is easy to verify that the former constraint is indeed implied,
while the latter constraint it is not. While it is true that once an order is paid
no further items can be picked for it, already picked order lines may still need
to be wrapped.

Execution Trace Compliance. This amounts to check whether a trace frag-
ment ! satisfies the constraints in M. Since ! is a trace fragment, we require
that no explicit violation is contained in ! and that ! can be’completed’ into a
fully specified, infinite trace that satisfies M. This corresponds to the notion of
conditional compliance recently introduced in [15]. In our setting, this amounts
to check whether the ABox A! encoding ! is satisfiable w.r.t. the TBox TM, i.e.,
whether the KB KM,! is satisfiable.

Complexity Considerations. Notice that, KB satisfiability and logical impli-
cation are mutually reducible in ALCQI [6] (and thus in TUSALCQI) and
these reasoning problems over TUSALCQI are ExpTime-complete [18,27], which
establishes an ExpTime upper bound for verifying properties of OCBC models.
The need to use ALCQI as the base DL is due to co-reference constraints over
relationships, which requires the power of qualified existential (!R.C) and its
dual. If we renounce such constraints (i.e., only consider OCBC constraints co-
referring on classes), we could use a temporalized version of a DL-Lite dialect.
In particular, the temporal DL-Lite fragment TUSDL-Lite(HN )

bool , showed to be
PSpace-complete in [8], is able to capture OCBC models with the exception of
co-reference constraints over relationships while, at the level of the data model,
TUSDL-Lite(HN )

bool captures the main constructs of UML—with the exception of
ISA between relationships and n-ary relationships (cf. [4,7] for details).

6 Conclusions

We presented the first, complete formalization of object-centric behavioral con-
straints (OCBC): a new approach to business process modeling where data
models and declarative constraints over activities are seamlessly integrated. Our
approach comes with a logic-based semantics for OCBC in terms of an encoding
into the temporal DL TUSALCQI. This unambiguously defines the meaning of
OCBC models, and lays the foundations for reasoning over them, allowing us to
understand the (decidability and) complexity boundaries of reasoning tasks over
OCBC models. TUSALCQI interprets time as a linear, infinite structure, which
contrasts with the finite-trace semantics adopted in other declarative process
modeling languages such as Declare. The study of temporal description logics
with finite-time semantics is rather novel [9], and may constitute the basis for
reasoning over OCBC models on finite traces.
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on some object o1 of type O (i.e., with R1(a,o1))

then an instance b of B must be executed afterwards

on some object o2 (i.e., with R2(b,o2)) that relates to o1 via R   
(with R(o1,o2) contextually with the execution of b)
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(i.e., so that there exists o2 with R2(a2, o2) and R(o1, o2))
can be executed afterwards

(d) Co-reference of non-response over a relationship

Fig. 6: Co-reference response constraints over (a) object classes and (b) relationships,
with their negated versions (c-d)

relating submit to register data enables the possibility of submitting an application,
only if the candidate

cref(precedence
�
submit, register data), is about, sends

�
= made by.

Obviously, although not directly linked to Candidate, the is about activity-object
relationship is inherited by that class given the ISA linking it to Person. It is interesting
to notice that this constraint does by no means affect when and how many times the
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Fig. 3: Types of temporal constraints between activities

response(A,B) If A is executed, then B must be executed afterwards.
unary- response(A,B) If A is executed, then B must be executed exactly once after-

wards.
precedence(A,B) If A is executed, then B must have been executed before.
unary- precedence(A,B) If A is executed, then B must have been executed exactly once

before.
responded- existence(A,B) If A is execute, then B must also be executed (either before or

afterwards).
non-response(A,B) If A is executed, then B will not be executed afterwards.
non-precedence(A,B) If A is executed, then B was never executed before.
non-coexistence(A,B) A and B cannot be both executed.

Fig. 4: Intuitive meaning of temporal constraints

3.2 Temporal Constraints over Activities

Taking inspiration from the DECLARE patterns [3], we present here the temporal
constraints between (pairs of) activities that can be expressed in OCBC. Fig. 3 graphically
renders such constraints, while their textual representation is defined next.

Definition 2 (Temporal constraints). Let

– UA be the universe of activities, denoted with capital letters A1, A2, . . .;

– UTC be the universe of temporal constraints, i.e., UTC = {response,

unary-response, precedence, unary-precedence, responded-existence,

non- response, non-precedence, non-coexistence}, as shown in Fig. 3, where

each tc 2 UTC is a binary relation over activities, i.e., tc ✓ UA ⇥ UA.

The set of temporal constraints in a given OCBC model is denoted as ⌃TC and is

conceived as a set of elements of the form tc(A1, A2), where tc 2 UTC and A1, A2 2 UA.

In the literature, such constraints are typically formalised using linear temporal logic
over finite traces [21,22]. We report their intuitive meaning in Fig. 4.
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Every time an instance a of A is executed 

on some object o1 of type O (i.e., with R1(a,o1))

then an instance b of B must be executed afterwards

on some object o2 (i.e., with R2(b,o2)) that relates to o1 via R   
(with R(o1,o2) contextually with the execution of b)

Every time some object o1 of type O1

is subject to some instance of A (i.e., is target of R1)

then afterwards some object o2 of type O2 must relate to o1 via R 
and be subject to some instance of B (i.e., be target of R2)

o1:O
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R1If then
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relating submit to register data enables the possibility of submitting an application,
only if the candidate

cref(precedence
�
submit, register data), is about, sends

�
= made by.

Obviously, although not directly linked to Candidate, the is about activity-object
relationship is inherited by that class given the ISA linking it to Person. It is interesting
to notice that this constraint does by no means affect when and how many times the
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response(A,B) If A is executed, then B must be executed afterwards.
unary- response(A,B) If A is executed, then B must be executed exactly once after-

wards.
precedence(A,B) If A is executed, then B must have been executed before.
unary- precedence(A,B) If A is executed, then B must have been executed exactly once

before.
responded- existence(A,B) If A is execute, then B must also be executed (either before or

afterwards).
non-response(A,B) If A is executed, then B will not be executed afterwards.
non-precedence(A,B) If A is executed, then B was never executed before.
non-coexistence(A,B) A and B cannot be both executed.

Fig. 4: Intuitive meaning of temporal constraints

3.2 Temporal Constraints over Activities

Taking inspiration from the DECLARE patterns [3], we present here the temporal
constraints between (pairs of) activities that can be expressed in OCBC. Fig. 3 graphically
renders such constraints, while their textual representation is defined next.

Definition 2 (Temporal constraints). Let

– UA be the universe of activities, denoted with capital letters A1, A2, . . .;

– UTC be the universe of temporal constraints, i.e., UTC = {response,

unary-response, precedence, unary-precedence, responded-existence,

non- response, non-precedence, non-coexistence}, as shown in Fig. 3, where

each tc 2 UTC is a binary relation over activities, i.e., tc ✓ UA ⇥ UA.

The set of temporal constraints in a given OCBC model is denoted as ⌃TC and is

conceived as a set of elements of the form tc(A1, A2), where tc 2 UTC and A1, A2 2 UA.

In the literature, such constraints are typically formalised using linear temporal logic
over finite traces [21,22]. We report their intuitive meaning in Fig. 4.
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A cardinality constraint of the form #obj(R,O) = 1, denoting the activity
that generated an object of class O, is captured as:

O ! !+
P (O " #R!).

Cardinality constraints for the participation of activities in activity-object rela-
tionships (#act) are instead captured as classical cardinalities in data models
(see [5,7,11]).

Semantics of Co-reference Constraints. Having fixed the semantics for the
ClaM data model and the one for the activity-object relationships we are left
with the most tricky aspect of OCBC, namely the semantics of co-reference
constraints. In the following, we consider the di!erent kinds of co-reference
constraints which, according to Definition 3, can be either positive or nega-
tive, and can range either over object classes (as illustrated in Fig. 5a and c)
or over relationships (as illustrated in Fig. 5b and d). Let R1, R2 $ URAC ,
A1, A2 $ UA and O $ UC s.t. tc(A1, A2) $ !+

TC , "RAC (R1) = (A1, O),
"RAC (R2) = (A2, O) and cref be a co-reference constraint over object classes
of the form: cref(tc(A1, A2), R1, R2) = O (as in Fig. 5a). Then, co-reference over
object classes when tc is the response temporal constraint is captured by the
axiom:

#R!
1 ! !F#R!

2 (2)

This expresses that “whenever an object is in the range of R1 then sometime
in the future it must be also in the range of R2”. This semantics enforces a
temporal constraint over the activities via the co-referenced object, i.e., when
the activity A1 is linked via R1 to an object in O then it must be followed by
an execution of A2 referencing the same object via R2. Formally, the following
logical implication holds:

{(1), (2), A1 ! #R1} |= A1 ! #R1.!F#R!
2 .A2 (3)

When tc is the unary-response temporal constraint we need to add to for-
mula (2) another formula that guarantees a unique occurrence of A2 over the
co-referenced object:

#R!
2 " !P#R!

1 ! "F¬#R!
2 (4)
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Fig. 6: Co-reference response constraints over (a) object classes and (b) relationships,
with their negated versions (c-d)

relating submit to register data enables the possibility of submitting an application,
only if the candidate

cref(precedence
�
submit, register data), is about, sends

�
= made by.

Obviously, although not directly linked to Candidate, the is about activity-object
relationship is inherited by that class given the ISA linking it to Person. It is interesting
to notice that this constraint does by no means affect when and how many times the
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3.2 Temporal Constraints over Activities

Taking inspiration from the DECLARE patterns [3], we present here the temporal
constraints between (pairs of) activities that can be expressed in OCBC. Fig. 3 graphically
renders such constraints, while their textual representation is defined next.

Definition 2 (Temporal constraints). Let

– UA be the universe of activities, denoted with capital letters A1, A2, . . .;

– UTC be the universe of temporal constraints, i.e., UTC = {response,

unary-response, precedence, unary-precedence, responded-existence,

non- response, non-precedence, non-coexistence}, as shown in Fig. 3, where

each tc 2 UTC is a binary relation over activities, i.e., tc ✓ UA ⇥ UA.

The set of temporal constraints in a given OCBC model is denoted as ⌃TC and is

conceived as a set of elements of the form tc(A1, A2), where tc 2 UTC and A1, A2 2 UA.

In the literature, such constraints are typically formalised using linear temporal logic
over finite traces [21,22]. We report their intuitive meaning in Fig. 4.
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A cardinality constraint of the form #obj(R,O) = 1, denoting the activity
that generated an object of class O, is captured as:

O ! !+
P (O " #R!).

Cardinality constraints for the participation of activities in activity-object rela-
tionships (#act) are instead captured as classical cardinalities in data models
(see [5,7,11]).

Semantics of Co-reference Constraints. Having fixed the semantics for the
ClaM data model and the one for the activity-object relationships we are left
with the most tricky aspect of OCBC, namely the semantics of co-reference
constraints. In the following, we consider the di!erent kinds of co-reference
constraints which, according to Definition 3, can be either positive or nega-
tive, and can range either over object classes (as illustrated in Fig. 5a and c)
or over relationships (as illustrated in Fig. 5b and d). Let R1, R2 $ URAC ,
A1, A2 $ UA and O $ UC s.t. tc(A1, A2) $ !+

TC , "RAC (R1) = (A1, O),
"RAC (R2) = (A2, O) and cref be a co-reference constraint over object classes
of the form: cref(tc(A1, A2), R1, R2) = O (as in Fig. 5a). Then, co-reference over
object classes when tc is the response temporal constraint is captured by the
axiom:

#R!
1 ! !F#R!

2 (2)

This expresses that “whenever an object is in the range of R1 then sometime
in the future it must be also in the range of R2”. This semantics enforces a
temporal constraint over the activities via the co-referenced object, i.e., when
the activity A1 is linked via R1 to an object in O then it must be followed by
an execution of A2 referencing the same object via R2. Formally, the following
logical implication holds:

{(1), (2), A1 ! #R1} |= A1 ! #R1.!F#R!
2 .A2 (3)

When tc is the unary-response temporal constraint we need to add to for-
mula (2) another formula that guarantees a unique occurrence of A2 over the
co-referenced object:

#R!
2 " !P#R!

1 ! "F¬#R!
2 (4)
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relating submit to register data enables the possibility of submitting an application,
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Taking inspiration from the DECLARE patterns [3], we present here the temporal
constraints between (pairs of) activities that can be expressed in OCBC. Fig. 3 graphically
renders such constraints, while their textual representation is defined next.

Definition 2 (Temporal constraints). Let

– UA be the universe of activities, denoted with capital letters A1, A2, . . .;

– UTC be the universe of temporal constraints, i.e., UTC = {response,

unary-response, precedence, unary-precedence, responded-existence,

non- response, non-precedence, non-coexistence}, as shown in Fig. 3, where

each tc 2 UTC is a binary relation over activities, i.e., tc ✓ UA ⇥ UA.

The set of temporal constraints in a given OCBC model is denoted as ⌃TC and is

conceived as a set of elements of the form tc(A1, A2), where tc 2 UTC and A1, A2 2 UA.

In the literature, such constraints are typically formalised using linear temporal logic
over finite traces [21,22]. We report their intuitive meaning in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6. (a) Trace fragment for (2) but not (4); (b) trace fragment for (8) but not (10)

Figure 6a shows a possible instantiation of the OCBC model in Fig. 5a which,
in turn, is not a valid fragment in case the temporal constraint is changed to
unary-response.

Similar formulas hold when tc is a temporal constraint over the past, i.e.,
either precedence (formula (5)), unary-precedence (formulas (5) and (6)) or
responded-existence (formula (7)).

!R!
1 " !P!R!

2 (5)

!R!
2 # !F!R!

1 " "P¬!R!
2 (6)

!R!
1 " !$ !R!

2 (7)

We now consider co-reference constraints over relationships. As in Fig. 5b, let
O1, O2 % UC , R % UR, with !(R) = (O1, O2), !RAC (R1) = (A1, O1), !RAC (R2) =
(A2, O2) and cref be a co-reference of the form: cref(tc(A1, A2), R1, R2) = R.
Then, the semantics of co-reference over relationships when tc is the response
constraint is captured by:

!R!
1 " !F!R. !R!

2 (8)

Expressing that “every object in the range of R1 sometime in the future should
be connected via R to an object in the range of R2.” A logical implication similar
to (3) holds:

{(1), (8), A1 " !R1} |= A1 " !R1.!F!R.!R!
2 .A2 (9)

When tc is unary-response we should add to formula (8) another formula that
guarantees that activity A1 is followed by a single occurrence of A2 via R. The
following axiom expresses that “whenever an object is in the range of R2 (thus
under the occurrence of A2) and is connected via R! to an object that before
was in the range of R1 (due to the occurrence of the activity A1) then, it will
never be in the range of R2.”

!R!
2 # !R!.!P!R!

1 " "F¬!R!
2 (10)

Figure 6b shows an instantiation of the OCBC model in Fig. 5b that, in turn,
is not anymore a valid fragment in case the temporal constraint is changed to



Key reasoning tasks
Consistency: does the OCBC model admit at least 
one conforming event log?  

Dead activity detection: is it possible to imagine a 
log containing the execution of the activity of interest?


Hidden dependencies: is a constraint implied by the 
model?


Conditional conformance: does a given log satisfy 
the OCBC model, possibly introducing missing 
events/data?



Implied Constraints 
(Hidden Dependencies)
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Fig. 7: OCBC model for the job hiring scenario of Section 2.1, where each one of
C.1–C.11 therein corresponds to either an activity-object relationship or a co-reference
temporal constraint in the OCBC model. The lightweight constraint is redundant: it is
implied by the other constraints in the diagram.

register data task can be executed for a given Person. This implicitly captures the
fact that the same Person may updated his/her personal data multiple times.

Of particular interest is the unary-response constraint relating mark as eligible
to determine winner (which captures C.9 from Section 2.1), in particular when
multiple applications submitted to the same job offer (say, job offer o) are marked as
eligible. In this case, the constraint requires that every instance of the mark as eligible
task promoting an Application that responds to o, is eventually followed by a single

instance of the determine winner task that closes offer o. Such a single instance of
determine winner for offer o will be actually the same for all such eligible applications.
In fact, having two distinct instances of determine winner for offer o would violate
the fact that the constraint is a unary response. This has a twofold implication:

– The (unique) instance of determine winner for o must occur after all the occur-
rences of mark as eligible for applications that respond to o.

– Once the (unique) instance of determine winner for o is executed, it is not possible
anymore to mark as eligible any application responding to o. It this would happen,
they would require a later occurrence of determine winner for o, which would
clash with the uniqueness requirement. This shows that the non-response constraint
relating determine winner to mark as eligible via the responds to relationship
is actually redundant: it is implied by the unary-response constraint relating mark
as eligible to determine winner via the same responds to relationship. Notice
that further applications may be still submitted for a closed job offer, but they will
not be marked as eligible. /

4 Conclusion and Discussion

We have presented the OCBC model, which enriches structural conceptual models with
behavioural constraints. By means of a small, but relevant case study, we have shown
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C.5 An Application is created by executing the submit task.
C.6 An Application is promoted by marking it as eligible.
C.7 An Application can be submitted only if, beforehand, the data about the Candi-

date who made that Application have been registered.
C.8 A winner can be determined for a Job Offer only if at least one Application

responding to that Job Offer has been previously marked as eligible.
C.9 For each Application responding to a Job Offer, if the Application is marked

as eligible then a winner must be finally determined for that Job Offer, and
this is done only once for that Job Offer.

C.10 When a winner is determined for a Job Offer, Applications responding to that

Job Offer cannot be marked as eligible anymore.
C.11 A Job Offer closed by a determine winner task cannot be stopped by executing

the cancel hiring task (and vice-versa).

2.2 Capturing the Job Hiring Example with Case-Centric Notations
The most fundamental issue when trying to capture the job hiring example of Section 2.1
using case-centric notation is to identify what is the case. This, in turn, determines
what is the orchestration point for the process, that is, which participant coordinates
process instances corresponding to different case objects. This problem is apparent when
looking at BPMN, which specifies that each process should correspond to a single locus
of control, i.e., confined within a single pool.4

In our example, we have two participants: candidates (in turn responsible for man-
aging Applications), and the job hiring organisation (in turn responsible for the
management of JobOffers). However, we cannot use neither of the two to act as unique
locus of control for the process: on the one hand, candidates may simultaneously create
and manage different applications for different job offers; on the other hand, the organi-
sation may simultaneously spawn and manage different job offers, each one resulting
in multiple applications being evaluated. A typical modelling mistake done by novices
is to select the job hiring organisation as unique locus of control, and squeeze all tasks
therein. This leads to very cumbersome courses of execution as shown in Figure 2.

As clearly pointed out in textbooks (see, e.g., Chapter 8 of [12]), the only way to
handle in BPMN a many-to-many process such as the job hiring process considered
here, is to distribute the process across multiple, separate pools – in our case study, the
candidate and the hiring company. Each of such pools focuses on a different case class
– in our case study, the hiring company focuses on job offers, whereas the candidate
focuses on his/her own applications. However, such multiple pools cannot execute their
internal flows in separation, but must instead be properly interconnected using suitable
synchronisation mechanisms, so as to ensure that the evolution of certain process instance
within a pool is properly aligned with the evolution of process instances within another
pool. For example, in our case study a job offer can be canceled only if no candidate
has created an application for it, which also implicitly indicate that once a job hiring has
been canceled, none of its applications can be marked as eligible for it. This requires
to relate job offers with applications, which can only be done by introducing complex
event or data-based synchronisation mechanisms [12] that are not at all mentioned in the
description of the process provided in Section 2.1.

4 Recall that a BPMN pool represents a participant [13].

The OCBC model implies:



Complexity considerations
Consistency, dead activity detection, checking 
implied constraints, conditional conformance can 
all be reduced to standard reasoning in   

• ExpTime upper bound


If we only adopt V-coreference on classes, and do 
not consider covering on UML hierarchies:


• The logic                           suffices


• Complexity drops to PSPACE  
(same as plain old LTL)
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Example 4. Consider again the OCBC model of Fig. 2 and the two constraints
in Fig. 7 where Fig. 7a captures that an order can be paid only if it has been
created before, and Fig. 7b that no order line of an order can be wrapped after
that order is paid. It is easy to verify that the former constraint is indeed implied,
while the latter constraint it is not. While it is true that once an order is paid
no further items can be picked for it, already picked order lines may still need
to be wrapped.

Execution Trace Compliance. This amounts to check whether a trace frag-
ment ! satisfies the constraints in M. Since ! is a trace fragment, we require
that no explicit violation is contained in ! and that ! can be’completed’ into a
fully specified, infinite trace that satisfies M. This corresponds to the notion of
conditional compliance recently introduced in [15]. In our setting, this amounts
to check whether the ABox A! encoding ! is satisfiable w.r.t. the TBox TM, i.e.,
whether the KB KM,! is satisfiable.

Complexity Considerations. Notice that, KB satisfiability and logical impli-
cation are mutually reducible in ALCQI [6] (and thus in TUSALCQI) and
these reasoning problems over TUSALCQI are ExpTime-complete [18,27], which
establishes an ExpTime upper bound for verifying properties of OCBC models.
The need to use ALCQI as the base DL is due to co-reference constraints over
relationships, which requires the power of qualified existential (!R.C) and its
dual. If we renounce such constraints (i.e., only consider OCBC constraints co-
referring on classes), we could use a temporalized version of a DL-Lite dialect.
In particular, the temporal DL-Lite fragment TUSDL-Lite(HN )

bool , showed to be
PSpace-complete in [8], is able to capture OCBC models with the exception of
co-reference constraints over relationships while, at the level of the data model,
TUSDL-Lite(HN )

bool captures the main constructs of UML—with the exception of
ISA between relationships and n-ary relationships (cf. [4,7] for details).

6 Conclusions

We presented the first, complete formalization of object-centric behavioral con-
straints (OCBC): a new approach to business process modeling where data
models and declarative constraints over activities are seamlessly integrated. Our
approach comes with a logic-based semantics for OCBC in terms of an encoding
into the temporal DL TUSALCQI. This unambiguously defines the meaning of
OCBC models, and lays the foundations for reasoning over them, allowing us to
understand the (decidability and) complexity boundaries of reasoning tasks over
OCBC models. TUSALCQI interprets time as a linear, infinite structure, which
contrasts with the finite-trace semantics adopted in other declarative process
modeling languages such as Declare. The study of temporal description logics
with finite-time semantics is rather novel [9], and may constitute the basis for
reasoning over OCBC models on finite traces.
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Conclusion
OCBC: a declarative approach 
to elegantly capture processes 
with co-evolving objects

Formal logic-based semantics 
in a temporal DL that enables 
automated reasoning 
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Monitoring 
(closed-open reasoning)


Discovery of OCBC 
fragments  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models with data 
correlations 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